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Instructions
PLEASE RESET MILEAGE ACCORDINGLY
Out of the “MAIN” car park “Avis Europcar etc” ,opposite the old
airport terminal, leave the airport on your left hand side
following the GREEN signs for TANGENZIALE and/or AUTOSTRADE
A18-A19 and or MESSINA.
If your car rental is located in a different side just make sure you
will be leaving the airport terminal on your left.
If you reach a roundabout with a red/orange small plane in the
middle, you are going the wrong way, go all the way around it and
back the way you came from.
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At the fist roundabout go straight following the green sign for
TANGENZIALE.
Turn right at the second roundabout and straight at the third up to
the flyover/overpass, keeping left whilst following the green signs
TANGENZIALE OVEST – Autostrade A18 / A19.
Keep left at first fork on flyover/overpass, following same green
signs..
after approx 4.5 Km move to your right and exit at 4.8 Km following
green signs for A18 A19
Continue straight on for approximately 17 km still following signs
for A18 MESSINA. You will now be at the end of the Tangenziale
where the motorway begins. Keep right and stop at the tollbooth to
collect a ticket which is payable when you exit the motorway.
Proceed along the A18 for approximately 41 km passing the exit for
GIARDINI NAXOS until you reach the exit signposted TAORMINA.
Pay at the tolls Euro 1,70.
Once through keep straight up the flyover/overpass following the
signs for Centro up the winding road.
After the third artificial tunnel you will reach a big parking area
leave the parking to your right and go through the tunnel in front
of you following the sign for PORTA CATANIA.
Out of the tunnel go straight through the traffic lights leaving
the other car park to your right up the flyover/Passover.
At the roundabout go through the tunnel following the signs for
Castelmola.
at the Junction/intersection at the top of the hill turn left then
right at the second and left at the third following the signs for
Castelmola.
Go up the winding road and as soon as you pass the Hotel Villa
Angela on the right after approx 300/400 meters you will reach us
on the left hand side.
Parking is at € 20,00 per night or along the road anywhere where
permitted. call us and we will provide assistance
Address Via Leonardo da Vinci 60 - Tel 0942 28153

Parking
Ask reception for car park facilities.
SAT NAV – N 37° 51’ 19 – E 15° 16’ 53

